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About This Game

This is johns.game, a Wasteland Survival Game.
You are here on Naben, a cold desert wasteland full of criminal activity, death, and loneliness. After fighting off the people who

killed your only family you find yourself having nothing left but the two hands in front of you.

The world is quickly taking a darker turn. People will die, blood will lay ways to the surface of the orange, gray earth. The world
will burn under your feet as the people around you fear you. You are John, a man with a cliche name and a hidden story of

ethics. You don't care, you control someone with no morals and he will do anything. John... he will burn the world down, break
every bone, slaughter every child, and find his truth. Do you want to know what happens in the end? John dies. Everyone dies in

the end, it's just the hard truth. I am speaking to you, I just wish you would listen.

Included Features:

Some features that have batteries included:

Minipulation;

In-Depth Questing;

Guns;
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Farming;

Cooking;

Fire;

Death;

Explosions;

Deadly Shovels;

Sexy Ambient Music;

More Death;

Towns & Locations;

Weapons & Vehicles;

Unique People;

MUCH MUCH MORE!;

HOW HAVE YOU NOT BOUGHT THIS YET?!;

.

Extra info from here down
If you find a bug or have something you think would be a good fit, please feel free to message the dev directly, complain on

Twitter or just post in the disscusions in the community hub.

The game is moderately complicated and involves a lot of thought. There are real world aspects (for example, lighting a fire
using fire, breaking a snowman gives you snow, etc.) for a slightly more realistic tone. This game is pretty community driven in

the sense that if you want something you just ask.
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Title: johnsgame
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
GCRH, Daynar
Publisher:
GCRH
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1.6 Ghz Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 Intel(R) HD Graphics Family

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I initially got this pack thinking I would enjoy having a larger arsenal for more classes. In a sense, I was pleased with the results.
In another sense, I was slightly disappointed. Here are my opinions and overview of the weapons:

Zed Gun v2 - ALL CLASS
A 30 round mag sci-fi gun. Comparing it to the original zed gun, it costs only 750 instead of 2000. The alt fire uses up 15 shots
of ammo. Most specimens require only one alt fire to become dazed, but the fleshpounder requires two (the alt fire causes the
speciman to become 'confused' and they absorb more damage.) If you plan to use the alt. fire, it is more effective to swap to
another weapon than using the actual Zed Gun ammo. Replacing the radar screen are two annoying buttons that beep and flash
on the side of the gun you need to turn. Reload is a clip rather than the compression animation of the original ZED gun, but
takes around the same amount of time. A decent weapon on the earlier difficulties.

Bile Blower - Medic
Its a leaf blower that launches bloat bile everywhere. Off-class, this weapon will hurt the user more than its worth, and on class
its decent. The reload is rather slow, but has an alt fire. The alt fire launches a horizontal line of bloat acid that spreads the
screen width. The original firing works very similar to the flamethrower. ALL specimans that are hit with the Bile Blower will
attack NEARBY bloats (note: Nearby), which will allow players to regroup, reload, etc. The recoil on this weapon is horrible;
sometimes there is no recoil, and other times you'll basically bend over backwards.

Seeker6 - Demolition
Okay. Where to start.

 Ah.

It has six shots, which can be fired individually or can launch the remaining missiles with the alt fire. Zooming in and scanning a
ZED will 'lock-on' to the zed and can target the zed so long as it remains on your screen. The locking-on feature can locate
invisible specimans, and can help with accuracy (if you're relatively new to Killing Floor.) The alt fire can knock zeds back a
little way, and can quickly kill smaller specimans. It looks relatively nice and the sounds are fitting.
And... that's where we get hazy. The missiles are actually very weak. The reload is horrible, and ammo count per speciman
killed is just... *bloat throwing up*

Seal Squeal - Demolition
Demos online appear to like this weapon very much. I'm not an avid Demo player, but this weapon (I personally think) is slightly
overrated. It holds three harpoons that explode after a period of time, embed themselves onto walls, specimans, the floor. No
impact damage, meaning larger specimans that you are not lucky enough to shoot headshots will charge into you and *kaboom*,
there's your harpoon. Either aim for the head, or make it land where they're gonna step, because it deals a bit of damage. Not
terribly bad, but not my favorite either.

So in a breakdown:
Zed Gun v2 - A light backup that can be used in later waves when you want to take out large groups or harder specimans.
Bile Blower - Only viable for Medic (maybe Berzerker) that is rather unpredicable, but is an excellent support weapon.
Seeker6 - Meh. Fun to use in easier difficulties, but weak. - Fun to use, but not the most practical weapon.
Seal Squel - If you're an avid Demoman and can use this effectively, go right ahead! It takes some time to get use to it (Note: I
don't use this very often, so my argument on this weapon is weak). Fun little guild management game.. The first two games were
pure PnC adventuregames, perfect for enjoying on a laptop. The third one was specialiced for consoles, certainly an unpopular
move among the fans, but still very enjoyable with proper equipment. So what do you do next? Well, obviously you befuddle
the control interface in a way that makes it absolutely unplayable on a console, and trash the gameplay so it is horrible on the
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laptop as well.

Graphics are also poor, much worse than the predecessors. Fortunately the story, writing and voiceacting is still stellar, but it is
very hard to enjoy a game while gritting your teeth over the gameplay.. i got a fat kid dropped on me by a worm dressed as a
wizard. 11/10. Prior to the game being released on Steam I played 100+ hours of Quarries of Scred.
I cannot begin to tell you how great this game is...It is easily in my top 5 games of all time.

Its a simple game but fun and Its extremely replayable. Runs can last from 5 seconds to 2 hours if you want to get really in
depth, but if you have some experience with the game I feel most runs go for around 30 minutes to an hour. The game can be
very terrifying, I have even jumped from time to time from a death that seemingly came out of no where. One mistep I can
assure you will be your last, but making all the right moves and succeeding is one of the most rewarding feelings Ive ever gotten
out of a video game.

In closing I cannot reccommend this game enough. The dev is a great great guy with a heart of gold and his game is a
tremendous display of art,community, and love of the gaming world. If you havent bought this game yet I urge you to consider
doing so!. Well man I miss this game, this review is not about if you should or should not buy this game on steam but is about do
I recommend it.
The answer to that question is always yes.
The game was one of the game spy titles and even before game spy's demise it was void of players but the thing is this game was
a lot of fun and had so much charm.
If you ever get the chance to test this game do not pass on it.. Horrible and annoying! And I still play Freelancer which is also
old piloting game. So basically Freelancer = 10; AquaNox 2 = 0.. And it's not letter O. It's bloody ZERO.
Wasted money
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Brilliant game! Basically a newer, more realistic graphic version of Glory of the Roman Empire. To those people who have
played GofRE there are a few more structures to build such as bridges and schools. This game never gets boring for me
personally unless I get constantly attacked by Barbarians! There are about 5-10 different maps on it too. I know the newer game
is Grand Ages Rome which I have on disc not steam, I do wish they would create an updated version that runs direct x12 and all
the new features! 10/10. who cares about multiplayer. it rocks single player. easily as much fun as binding of isaac but in a
totally different way. similar but different. and that i like. in terms of bang for the buck, this bangs hard.. Cheap design.. Where
as this game has some neat concepts and some nice ideas, there's just too many problems for this game to be worth it, much less
for $10.

The game's physics is a bit too ragdoll like and can really get in the way sometimes. Although there is a reset button for your
position, there is not an immediate one for AI and often times you'd find them stuck on each other, you, or other various places
such as stuck outside the map that really take away from it.

As far as the combat, it's ok, but not perfect. If too close to an enemy it won't actually shoot them and just go through them. It's
hard to tell the terrain in some cases and you'll end up shooting over an enemy. The running over people (who are rather large in
scale) isn't perfect and can sometimes be finicky.

The upgrade system is only based on each level. That makes the game actually rather static. Sure, there's a few more special
upgrades you can get along the road, your guns upgrades never change and you rely on hoping an enemy drops the right upgrade
for that level and even then I noticed it didn't always work. The game gets rather repetative and really doesn't have much
variation. Some of the bonus levels were neat to try out the first person aspects, but other than score there's not much incentive
to these.

The story was kinda lame with same pretty so-so to annoying/cheesy voice acting. It seemed to jump too far at some points or
not really have much a point in others and then ended abrubtly.

Some levels were so simple you could literally sit in one place and kill all the enemies, others seemed to have such annoying
terrain to bounce off or get stuck on that the enemies were just a pain to get to.

Overall: The game has some neat aspects and is a simple shoot em up base defense driving around a car, but is "meh" in
content/combat, story that kinda sucks (Despite how I like Post-Apocalyptic Themes), and too static/ a drag to get through. Even
$5.00 would be a stretch for this game. Unless you really like trying out these types of games, I wouldn't spend much if anything
on it.. Great game. I don't know why people are saying it's easy in some of the reviews, becuase it takes me like a bazillion tries
for some levels. Or maybe I suck. Who knows.. For me, "Labyrinth" is the undisputed highlight of the Grisaia trilogy. Whilst
others may (fairly) criticize it for its perceived lack of content when compared to its predecessor, I personally feel it offers a
much more consistent experience, which is, in part, due to the shorter game length.

It's also in (no small) part due to the main arcs focus on some of the more interesting characters & relationships, especally
Yuuji, JB, & Asako. Also, unlike "Fruit", all five of the side stories in Grisasia are pretty enjoyable, but in return, none of them
are particularly special, either - They're just low/low reward slide of life fillers, which works for me, as I believe both "Fruit" &
"Eden" have serious issues when it comes to getting the most out of their emotional plot ideas...

The art is just as consistent as the first game, but the OST doesn't feel anywhere near fresh enough, seeing how most of it is
taken straight from "Fruit". The opening/ending songs, however, are very good indeed. Technically, the game still has one of the
most frustratingly useless auto modes known to man, but at least this one has cloud saving.

I guess whether or not you'll prefer this game to the titles it's sandwiched between will come down to preference, but if you, like
myself, found Yuuji & JB more interesting than all of the sidekicks, & want to learn a little bit about what got them to where
they are today, then the main arc of Labyrinth is definitely worth 10-15 hours of your time.. If you want a strategy game that
gives you time to think through your decisions, this is for you. If you want a mindless game to play while you're in a Skype call,
this is still for you. Games like this, where you concentrate as much or as little as you want, are rare.
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